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 Culture 

 Hello, my name is Vashti: Meet a 
 museum founder, a singer, an 

 author and an Olympian 
 By Beth Harpaz 

 In  the  Purim  story  as  told  in  the  Book  of 
 Esther,  Vashti  was  ordered  to  show  off  her 
 beauty  to  the  king  and  his  drunken  pals 
 (meaning,  apparently,  that  she  would  be 
 naked). 

 She  refused.  The  king’s  advisers  feared  her 
 audacity  might  inspire  other  women  to  stand 
 up  to  their  husbands.  So  Vashti  was 
 vanquished  (maybe  even  executed).  She’s 
 also  trashed  in  the  Midrash  as  a  vain  and 
 cruel  mistress  —  with  a  tail,  no  less!  —  who 
 forced Jewish women to work on Shabbat. 

 Vashti  wasn’t  Jewish,  but  her  departure 
 paved  the  way  for  a  new  queen  who  was. 
 Queen  Esther  went  on  to  save  the  Jews 
 from  annihilation,  and  that’s  why  we  party 
 on  Purim.  But  while  Esther  saved  her 
 people,  Vashti  is  the  one  who’s  celebrated 
 as  a  feminist  hero.  Even  back  in  1878, 
 Harriet  Beecher  Stowe  wrote  that  Vashti’s 
 defiance  was  “a  first  stand  for  women’s 
 rights.” 

 Vashti as a baby name 

 It’s  Esther,  though,  not  Vashti,  whose  name 
 has  turned  up  more  often  over  the  years. 
 Esther  was  in  the  top  40  U.S.  girls’  names 
 until  1920,  according  to  the  Social  Security 

 name  index,  and  is  now  at  156th.  Vashti 
 hasn’t  been  in  the  top  1,000  girls’  names 
 since  1907,  and  even  then  it  was  986th. 
 Online  searches  suggest  the  name  may  be 
 more  popular  in  non-Western  cultures, 
 including  in  India  and  among  Muslims;  it’s 
 derived  from  a  Persian  term  meaning  “good” 
 or  “lovely.”  Vashtie  Kola,  a  designer,  DJ  and 
 music  video  director,  describes  her  name  as 
 Indian;  she’s  of  Indian  and  African  descent 
 and her parents are from Trinidad. 

 There  are  also  Vashtis  in  E.M.  Forster’s  The 
 Machine  Stops,  Charlotte  Bronte’s  Villette, 
 Toni  Morrison’s  Beloved,  Peter  H.  Reynolds’ 
 picture  book  The  Dot,  and  the  James  Dean 
 film  Giant.  There’s  a  tiny  Texas  town  called 
 Vashti,  a  VashtiDance  Theater,  and  Vashti 
 Center,  which  provides  mental  health 
 services in Thomasville, Georgia. 

 A  Forward  search  for  Jewish  Vashtis  yielded 
 none  (we’re  sure  you  must  be  out  there!). 
 But  we  found  several  non-Jewish  Vashtis 
 who  bear  the  name  proudly,  and  who  take 
 inspiration  from  the  first  queen  of  the  Purim 
 story. 

 Modern-day Vashtis 
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 Vashti  Hardy,  a  British  writer  of 
 middle-grade  fantasy  novels,  said  in  an 
 email  that  her  mother  chose  Vashti  from  a 
 book  of  baby  names  “because  she  wanted 
 something  unusual.”  Hardy  didn’t  know 
 about  the  biblical  Vashti  until  a  decade  ago, 
 when  a  Jewish  friend  told  her  “the  story  of 
 Vashti  and  Esther  as  feminist  symbols, 
 which  I  loved.”  Hardy  says  she’s  “finally 
 grown  into  the  name,  and  strangely  it  feels 
 like  being  part  of  a  secret  Vashti  club  —  like 
 this  unseen  thread  connects  all  the  Vashtis 
 of the world.” 

 Another  member  of  that  club  is  Vashti 
 Murphy  McKenzie,  interim  president  and 
 general  secretary  of  the  National  Council  of 
 Churches,  representing  30  million  Christians 
 and  100,000  congregations.  In  2000,  she 
 became  the  first  woman  elected  bishop  of 
 the  AME  Church,  a  feat  she  described  as 
 breaking  “the  stained-glass  ceiling”  and  that 
 The  Washington  Post  called  a  milestone  for 
 “women  confronting  sexism  in  the  nation’s 
 churches.” 

 McKenzie  was  named  for  her  grandmother, 
 Vashti  Turly  Murphy,  one  of  22  women  who 
 founded  the  African  American  college 
 sorority  Delta  Sigma  Theta  in  1913  at 
 Howard  University.  The  sorority  helped  fund 
 promotional  materials  for  McKenzie’s 
 campaign  to  lead  the  AME,  which  included 
 briefcases  bearing  a  quote  from  the  Book  of 
 Esther:  “And  who  knows  but  that  you  have 
 come … for such a time as this.” 

 Here  are  four  more  women  named  Vashti, 
 all  of  them  leading  interesting, 
 accomplished  lives  in  the  spirit  of  the 
 original  queen:  Vashti  the  museum  founder, 
 Vashti  the  singer,  Vashti  the  children’s  book 
 author and Vashti the Olympian. 

 Vashti Dubois, museum founder 

 Vashti  Dubois,  founder  of  the  Colored  Girls 
 Museum  in  Philadelphia,  was  named  for  an 
 aunt.  Growing  up,  she  was  annoyed  that 
 schoolmates  couldn’t  pronounce  her  name. 
 But  when  she  was  18,  someone  asked  if 
 she knew about Queen Vashti. 

 “I  told  her  what  I  knew:  exile,  disobedience, 
 blah  blah,  and  she  said  while  those  things 
 have  been  written,  she  believed  Queen 
 Vashti  was  the  first  feminist,”  Dubois  said  by 
 email.  “She  stood  up  to  the  king,  refusing  to 
 appear  before  him  and  his  court  on 
 demand.  Of  course  she  paid  a  price  for  that 
 and she knew she would.” 

 That  analysis  resonated.  “I  began  to  read 
 Vashti’s  story  differently  for  myself.  I 
 inhabited  the  name  differently.  Vashti  is  a 
 source  of  power,  mystery,  courageousness 
 and honor.” 

 Someone  recently  told  Dubois  that  she’s  not 
 like  Queen  Vashti  because  the  queen  “was 
 defiant.”  Dubois  asked  her  interlocutor  to 
 reread  the  Biblical  story  and  “imagine  what 
 that  might  have  meant”  for  Vashti  to  be 
 forced  to  “show  off  her  beauty”  before  the 
 king’s  men.  “I  said  I  admire  any  woman 
 who,  like  myself  and  Queen  Vashti,  has  the 
 courage  of  her  conviction,  a  character  trait 
 often  discouraged  in  women.  I  also  asked 
 her  to  consider  how  we  might  understand 
 the  Bible  differently  if  it  were  not  taught 
 through the lens of men.” 

 Vashti Bunyan, singer-songwriter 

 Vashti  Bunyan  is  a  British  singer-songwriter 
 who  made  an  album  in  1970  called  Just 
 Another  Diamond  Day.  The  record  vanished 
 into  obscurity  (original  copies  now  sell  for 
 thousands  of  dollars)  but  was  reissued  30 
 years  later,  leading  to  a  revival  of  Bunyan’s 
 career,  including  a  documentary,  tours,  a 
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 memoir  called  Wayward  and  two  new 
 albums, Lookaftering and Heartleap. 

 Asked  about  her  name,  Bunyan  said  by 
 email  that  her  paternal  grandfather  “was  an 
 atheist  but  had  a  friend,  a  vicar  who  would 
 come  to  tea  sometimes,  and  they  would  talk 
 about  the  Bible.  My  grandfather  would  look 
 for  obscure  stories  to  catch  his  friend  out, 
 and  came  across  the  story  of  Queen  Vashti 
 in the Book of Esther.” 

 When  Bunyan’s  father  met  her  mother 
 Helen,  her  grandfather  gave  Helen  the 
 nickname  Vashti  because  he  found  her 
 “rebellious  and  disobedient,  much  like  the 
 queen.”  Her  father  also  had  a  boat  called 
 The  Vashti,  and  when  Bunyan  was  born, 
 she got the name too. 

 Bunyan’s  brother  is  named  John  and  her 
 sister  is  Susan,  so  her  grandmother  insisted 
 she  have  an  “ordinary  name”  as  well.  Her 
 full  legal  name  is  Jennifer  Vashti,  “but  I  have 
 never  been  called  Jennifer.  I’m  very  glad 
 now  to  have  such  an  unusual  name.  I  love 
 the  story  and  am  quite  proud  to  be  named 
 after such a strong woman.” 

 Vashti Harrison, author and illustrator 

 Vashti  Harrison  is  a  children’s  book  author 
 and  illustrator  whose  work  includes  the 
 bestselling  Little  Legends  series:  Little 
 Leaders:  Bold  Women  in  Black  History; 
 Little  Dreamers:  Visionary  Women  Around 
 the  World;  and  Little  Legends:  Exceptional 
 Men  in  Black  History.  She  has  also 
 illustrated  books  for  other  writers,  including 
 Lupita  Nyong’o’s  picture  book,  Sulwe,  which 
 was  inspired  by  Nyong’o’s  own  experience 
 growing  up  as  a  dark-skinned  girl.  Harrison 
 received  a  2020  NAACP  Image  Award  for 
 Sulwe. 

 As  with  many  other  books  that  feature 
 diverse  characters  and  themes,  a  number  of 
 Harrison’s  books  have  been  banned  in 
 schools, according to PEN America. 

 As  for  her  name,  Harrison  told 
 TeachingBooks,  an  online  resource  for 
 educators,  that  she  didn’t  pay  much 
 attention  to  the  Book  of  Esther  growing  up. 
 “I  just  knew  that  Queen  Vashti  shows  up 
 early  in  the  book,  and  then  is  ousted  as 
 queen,”  she  said.  “But  I’d  go  back  and  read 
 the  story  as  an  adult  and  found  out  that 
 she’s  really  a  total,  kind  of  a  feminist  hero, 
 so  I  really  like  sharing  that  with  people.  I 
 don’t  know  if  I  identify  too  much  with  being  a 
 queen,  but  I  really  like  that  she  stood  up  for 
 herself.” 

 Harrison,  who  lives  in  Brooklyn,  is  also  a 
 filmmaker  whose  films  and  videos  focus  on 
 her  Caribbean  heritage  and  the  region’s 
 folklore. 

 Vashti Cunningham, the Olympian 

 Vashti  Cunningham  is  a  world-class 
 track-and-field  athlete  who  has  participated 
 in  two  Olympics  (Tokyo  and  Rio).  She’s 
 ranked  as  the  top  U.S.  women’s  high 
 jumper and is a Nike brand rep. 

 Her  parents,  retired  NFL  quarterback 
 Randall  Cunningham  and  Felicity  de  Jager 
 Cunningham,  a  former  ballerina  with  Dance 
 Theatre  of  Harlem,  are  devout  Christians, 
 co-pastors  and  founders  of  Remnant 
 Ministries in Las Vegas. 

 Cunningham  told  the  Los  Angeles  Daily 
 News  that  she  seeks  to  emulate  the  Biblical 
 Queen  Vashti’s  willingness  to  make  a  stand: 
 “I  think  there  is  strength  in  the  name 
 because  I’m  not  easily  persuaded  and  I 
 personally  will  not  do  anything  that  I  don’t 
 think is right.” 
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 Sports 

 The Jewish world has largely 
 forgiven Meyers Leonard. Why 

 can’t everyone else? 
 By Louis Keene 

 When  Meyers  Leonard  landed  a  10-day 
 contract  with  the  Milwaukee  Bucks  last 
 week,  marking  his  return  to  the  NBA  after 
 two  years  in  apparent  exile,  many  in  the 
 Jewish  community  hailed  the  news.  The 
 journeyman  center  had  not  played  since 
 blurting  an  antisemitic  slur  on  a  livestream 
 in  2021,  but  Leonard’s  remorse  appeared 
 sincere, as did his efforts to make amends. 

 “@MeyersLeonard’s  story  is  a  model  of  true 
 repentance  and  growth,”  Jewish  podcast 
 host  Ari  Lamm  tweeted  to  nearly  20,000 
 followers  in  response  to  the  signing.  “And 
 what  followed  from  the  Jewish  community 
 was forgiveness and embrace.” 

 “Meyers  can  come  to  my  seder,”  wrote 
 another. 

 But  comments  like  these  were  drowned  out 
 by  the  majority  of  the  NBA’s  fan 
 commentariat  online,  which  greeted  the 
 news  with  scorn.  “Once  again,  cancel 
 culture  isn’t  even  real,”  wrote  one  NBA 
 podcaster  to  her  nearly  60,000  followers. 
 “Yikes,”  others  chimed  in.  And  when  the 
 NBA  asked  its  followers  Monday  to  join  it  in 

 wishing  Leonard  a  happy  31st  birthday, 
 hundreds of replies answered, simply, “no.” 

 The  apparent  division  over  Leonard’s  career 
 revival  can  probably  be  attributed  to  how 
 closely  some  fans  —  from  the  Jewish 
 community  in  particular  —  have  followed  his 
 narrative.  And  mileage  will  vary  on  a 
 millionaire’s  teary  apology,  especially  when 
 it  comes  when  the  person’s  career  is 
 threatened.  But  the  reluctance  to  forgive 
 Leonard  may  also  reveal  some  fans’ 
 lingering  resentment  over  a  different 
 moment  involving  the  journeyman  center  — 
 and  with  how  a  more  recent  antisemitic 
 incident in the NBA played out. 

 ‘The biggest mistake of my life’ 

 A  10-year  NBA  veteran,  Leonard  was 
 sidelined  with  a  shoulder  injury  about  two 
 years  ago  when  he  made  what  he  now  calls 
 the biggest mistake of his life. 

 On  March  8,  2021,  while  playing  the  video 
 game  Call  of  Duty  on  a  livestream,  Leonard 
 reacted  to  a  shootout  in  the  game  by 
 snarling  at  an  unseen  opponent,  “Don’t 
 f—ing snipe me, you k— b—h.” 
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 A  recording  of  the  moment  was  posted 
 online  the  next  day  drew  immediate 
 condemnation  from  Leonard’s  team  at  the 
 time,  the  Miami  Heat,  as  well  as  the  NBA, 
 which  fined  and  suspended  him,  and  from 
 Jewish  community  groups  like  the  ADL.  It 
 also  started  a  conversation  about  the  origin 
 and meaning of the offending “k-word.” 

 Leonard  said  he  was  “deeply  sorry”  in  an 
 apology he posted to Instagram March 9. 

 “While  I  didn’t  know  what  the  word  meant  at 
 the  time,  my  ignorance  about  its  history  and 
 how  offensive  it  is  to  the  Jewish  community 
 is  absolutely  not  an  excuse  and  I  was 
 wrong,”  Leonard  wrote.  He  added:  “I  am 
 committed  to  properly  seeking  out  people 
 who  can  educate  me  about  this  type  of  hate 
 and how we can fight it.” 

 In  the  next  few  days,  Leonard  connected 
 with  Rabbi  Pinny  Andrusier,  director  of 
 Chabad  of  South  Broward,  and  since  then 
 has  volunteered  at  several  Chabad  events, 
 including  a  basketball  camp,  a  meal  for 
 Holocaust  survivors  and  a  panel  on 
 antisemitism. 

 His  attempt  to  make  up  for  his  actions  won 
 over  many,  including  the  ADL,  which  wished 
 Leonard  luck  with  his  new  team  in  a 
 statement. 

 “In  the  time  since  Meyers  Leonard  made  an 
 extremely  disturbing  antisemitic  remark  on  a 
 video  game  livestream,  he  has  taken 
 numerous  steps  to  learn  from  his  mistake, 
 educate  himself  on  the  dangers  of 
 antisemitism,  and  make  amends  with  the 
 Jewish  community,”  wrote  ADL 
 spokesperson  Jake  Hyman.  “We 

 understand  that  some  folks  may  not  be  able 
 to  forgive  Leonard  for  his  hurtful  comment 
 but  at  ADL  we  believe  in  counsel  culture, 
 not cancel culture.” 

 Refusal to kneel 

 It’s  unlikely  Leonard’s  redemption  arc  has 
 received  as  much  attention  as  his  initial 
 outburst.  But  uttering  the  slur  is  not  the  only 
 action some NBA fans hold against him. 

 Following  the  murder  of  George  Floyd  at  the 
 hands  of  Minneapolis  police  in  2020,  NBA 
 players  decided  as  a  group  to  convey  their 
 frustration  with  the  state  of  racial  justice  in 
 America  by  kneeling  during  the  national 
 anthem.  Leonard,  who  is  white,  was  one  of 
 the  only  NBA  players  who  remained 
 standing. 

 His  brother,  Bailey  Leonard,  served  two 
 tours  in  Afghanistan  with  the  Marines,  and 
 Leonard  attributed  his  decision  to  his 
 respect for the military. 

 While  he  said  at  the  time  that  he  supported 
 Black  Lives  Matter  and  that  he  didn’t  think 
 kneeling  was  disrespectful,  and  wore  the 
 BLM  T-shirt  —  and  while  his  coach  and 
 teammates  said  they  supported  him  — 
 Leonard’s  decision  to  stand  met  widespread 
 contempt among NBA fans. 

 To  those  fans,  his  use  of  an  antisemitic  slur 
 less than a year later fit a pattern. 

 And  whatever  effort  he  made  to  backtrack 
 from  the  anti-Jewish  slur,  many  still  haven’t 
 forgiven  him  for  his  perceived  abandonment 
 of the Black community in that moment. 
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 “Let’s  not  forget  he’s  the  lone  player  to 
 stand  during  the  anthem  and  Black  Lives 
 Matter  movement…  coincidence…  I  think 
 not…”  one  Twitter  user  wrote  in  a  comment 
 that was liked over 1,000 times. 

 A perceived double-standard 

 Leonard’s  return  to  the  court  occurs  as 
 another  NBA  player,  Kyrie  Irving,  continues 
 to  be  dogged  by  accusations  of 
 antisemitism.  In  October  2022,  Irving 
 tweeted  a  link  to  a  movie  rife  with 
 antisemitic  conspiracy  theories,  including 
 Holocaust  denial,  and  refused  to  apologize 
 until after he was suspended a week later. 

 The  suspension  —  initially  for  five  games  — 
 came  with  a  list  of  preconditions  for  Irving’s 
 return,  including  meeting  with  local  Jewish 
 leaders  and  the  ADL.  Irving  refused  to 
 comply,  and  NBA  players  and  fans  rallied  to 
 his  defense,  calling  the  requirements  unfair 
 and  even  racist.  When  ESPN  commentator 
 Jay  Williams  compared  Irving’s  punishment 
 to  buckbreaking,  a  way  of  sexually 
 humiliating  enslaved  Black  men,  more  than 
 18,000 accounts retweeted it. 

 Irving  returned  after  an  eight-game 
 absence,  with  many  in  the  Jewish 
 community  feeling  less  than  satisfied  with 
 his  apology  —  which  he  later  deleted. 
 Asked  whether  he  stood  by  the  content  of 
 the  apology,  Irving  offered  a  vague 
 response. 

 Both  Leonard  and  Irving  denied  others’ 
 claims  that  they  were  antisemites,  and 
 many  in  the  Jewish  world  commend 
 Leonard  for  trying  to  undo  the  damage 
 anyway  —  unlike  Irving.  But  to  some  people 

 outside  it,  the  two  weren’t  treated  equally  for 
 their  mistakes  in  the  first  place.  And  thus 
 Irving  has  been  brought  up  frequently  in 
 response  to  the  news  of  Leonard’s 
 reinstatement. 

 “But  they  crucified  Kyrie,”  one  person 
 tweeted  in  response  to  the  news  of 
 Leonard’s signing. 

 “@KyrieIrving  had  to  apologize  donate  and 
 meet  a  list  of  commandments,”  wrote 
 another,  while  Leonard  “said  sorry  n  took  a 
 year off.” 

 Posting  doesn’t  require  an  informed  opinion, 
 and  replies  to  high-profile  accounts  like  the 
 NBA’s  may  be  more  colored  by  impulse  than 
 a  desire  for  nuanced  conversation.  And 
 some  people  tweeting  their  refusal  to  wish 
 Leonard  a  happy  birthday  are  probably  just 
 piling  onto  the  latest  social  media  gotcha 
 moment  for  no  other  reason  than  it’s  right  in 
 front  of  them.  Nevertheless,  it  should  be 
 noted  here  that  the  same  jokes  don’t  win  out 
 in  the  comments  section  of  Kyrie  Irving 
 news. 

 There,  legions  of  commenters  unite  with  a 
 different  message:  telling  Jewish  people  to 
 move on. 
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 TV 

 Will the streaming wars destroy 
 the golden age of Jewish TV? 

 By Mira Fox 

 For  years,  the  streaming  giants  —  Netflix, 
 HBO  Max,  Hulu,  Apple  TV+,  the  many  other 
 ones  that  have  popped  up  —  have  been 
 locked  in  a  battle  to  win  eyes  and 
 subscription  dollars.  They’ve  bought  up 
 catalogs  of  classic  movies  and  TV  shows, 
 expanded  their  international  offerings  and 
 churned  out  original  shows  and  movies, 
 resulting  in  a  glut  of  quality  content.  (Even  if 
 there’s also been a glut of crap.) 

 It’s  all  been  great  for  us,  the  viewers  —  and 
 especially  good  for  those  in  minority  groups. 
 In  the  past  few  years,  American  Jews  have 
 gotten  to  watch  a  plethora  of  Israeli  TV 
 shows,  and  a  bunch  of  original  Jewish 
 content.  Five  years  ago,  these  shows  might 
 have  been  too  niche,  but  in  the  streaming 
 wars,  companies  were  hungry  for  the 
 chance  to  capture  another  loyal  audience 
 sector. 

 Except  it  turns  out  that,  like  many  tech 
 startups,  the  streaming  giants  haven’t 
 figured  out  how  to  actually,  well,  make 
 money  —  and  now,  the  bubble  has  burst. 
 Which  means  they’re  all  liquidating  those 
 diverse  catalogs  to  save  money  on 
 licensing.  And  one  of  the  most  beloved 
 Jewish  shows  is  already  slated  to  be  among 
 the first to go. 

 Shtisel,  an  Israeli  show  about  a  Haredi 
 family  in  Jerusalem,  did  so  well  on  Netflix 
 that  the  company  renewed  it  for  a  third 
 season,  resurrecting  it  years  after  the  show 
 had  been  canceled  in  Israel.  Yet  now,  all 
 three  seasons  of  Shtisel  are  leaving  Netflix 
 on  March  25,  without  another  streaming 
 host in the U.S. What’s going to leave next? 

 The birth of the streaming wars 

 Before  streaming  services,  TV  made  money 
 by  selling  ads;  the  more  popular  the 
 program  airing,  the  more  money  the  ad 
 cost.  That  meant  that  shows  needed  to 
 appeal  to  as  broad  an  audience  as  possible 
 so  channels  could  sell  their  advertisers  on 
 the  promise  of  millions  of  eyeballs,  which 
 meant,  in  practice,  shows  —  especially 
 those  on  network  TV  —  weren’t  that  edgy  or 
 diverse  to  avoid  putting  off  the  mainstream 
 audiences. 

 But  most  streaming  services  didn’t  have 
 ads.  (Though  several  companies,  including 
 Netflix,  launched  ads  in  an  attempt  to 
 bolster  profits  late  last  year,  and  Hulu  has 
 always  had  an  ad-supported  tier.)  Instead, 
 they  make  money  through  subscriptions. 
 That  means  that  the  goal  is  no  longer  a 
 wildly  popular  show  but  instead  a  range  of 
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 shows  that  will  create  an  audience  loyal  to 
 their service. 

 Since  the  streaming  sites  are  able  to  serve 
 content  directly  to  viewers  via  algorithms 
 that  predict  what  each  user  might  like, 
 they’re  able  to  surface  specific  content  to 
 people  who  will  be  most  excited  to  see  it. 
 This  frees  them,  at  least  in  theory,  from  the 
 market  forces  of  box  office  revenue  and 
 primetime  ratings,  enabling  them  to  have 
 shows  with  more  LGBTQ  representation, 
 more  religious  and  ethnic  diversity  and  more 
 foreign languages. 

 Streaming dollars 

 Before  the  dominance  of  streaming,  shows 
 that  were  successful  in  other  countries’ 
 markets  were  remade  for  American 
 television,  since  viewers  were  more  likely  to 
 gravitate  to  a  story  in  their  native  language 
 and  country.  Think  In  Treatment,  a  2008 
 remake  of  the  Israeli  BeTipul,  or  Homeland, 
 which  was  originally  an  Israeli  show  called 
 Prisoners of War. 

 But  remaking  an  entire  series  from  scratch 
 is  expensive;  licensing  it  for  international 
 distribution  usually  costs  far  less  than  a 
 cast,  a  crew,  writers,  a  set  and  so  on.  Which 
 is  how  we  ended  up  with  shows  in  Hebrew, 
 like  Fauda  and  Shtisel  on  Netflix,  which  has 
 led  the  charge  on  international  offerings,  as 
 well  as  On  the  Spectrum  and  Valley  of  Tears 
 on  HBO  Max.  And  when  streaming 
 companies  did  make  original  content,  they 
 were  willing  to  take  on  more  experimental, 
 less  commercially  dependable  projects  — 
 like  Netflix’s  wildly  popular  miniseries 
 Unorthodox. 

 For  years,  Netflix  seemed  to  be  operating 
 with  the  strategy:  Try  it  all  and  see  what 
 sticks,  a  strategy  valuing  quantity  at  a  level 
 that  more  than  canceled  out  whatever 
 savings  they  might  have  had  from  licensing 
 other  shows.  And  since  Netflix  was  the 
 industry  leader,  other  streamers  largely 
 followed suit. 

 But  many  of  the  streaming  services  were 
 operating  off  of  debt;  like  many  tech 
 businesses,  investors  were  hoping  the 
 business  would  eventually  become 
 profitable.  When  the  pandemic  bubble  burst 
 and  people  started  going  outside  again,  the 
 companies  lost  users  and  their  stock 
 plummeted.  The  competition  didn’t  help.  It’s 
 one  thing  to  lure  in  users  to  a  streaming 
 service  with  the  promise  of  niche  shows  and 
 a  deep  library  all  in  one  place,  for  one 
 monthly  fee,  but  when  there  are  many 
 options,  all  with  well-reviewed  shows,  the 
 fees  start  to  add  up  and  users  start  getting 
 pickier  about  which  services  are  worth  their 
 money. 

 What does it all mean for the Jews? 

 As  a  result  of  the  industry  downturn,  and  a 
 drop  in  users,  most  of  the  services  are 
 canceling  shows  left  and  right  in  an  attempt 
 to  save  money  and  appease  nervous 
 investors. 

 Netflix  canceled  production  on  original 
 shows  like  Warrior  Nun  and  the  animated 
 series  Inside  Job,  and  dropped  dozens  of 
 others  they  had  licensed  out  of  their  library. 
 Meanwhile,  other  platforms,  like  HBO  Max, 
 are  not  only  removing  swaths  of  their 
 licensed  library  —  they’re  also  axing  some 
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 of  their  successful  original  content  in  an 
 attempt  to  save  money  in  residual  payments 
 to  creators.  HBO  Max  has  even  taken  some 
 of  its  most  popular  franchises,  such  as 
 Westworld,  off  of  the  site  in  order  to  make  a 
 profit  licensing  the  show  to  other, 
 ad-supported  sites.  Other  original  content 
 HBO  has  taken  down  hasn’t  even  found  a 
 new  home  —  meaning  you  can’t  watch  it 
 anywhere (legally). 

 This  does  not  bode  well  for  the  smaller, 
 niche  shows.  If  major  successes  like 
 Westworld  don’t  even  have  staying  power, 
 shows  with  smaller  audiences  —  and  Jews 
 make  up  only  about  2.4%  of  the  American 
 population  —  are  likely  on  the  chopping 
 block. 

 Shtisel  isn’t  necessarily  representative  of  all 
 the  Jewish  shows  on  American  streaming 
 services.  It’s  a  slow  show  that  can  be  hard 
 to  get  into  —  there  are  no  big  scandals  to 
 draw  intrigue.  Plus,  like  many  Israeli  shows, 
 it  assumes  the  audience  is  familiar  with 
 Judaism  and  Orthodox  customs  and  does 
 little  to  explain  Haredi  life  to  non-Jewish 
 viewers. 

 But  the  narrowing  of  streaming  content 
 almost  certainly  means  less  space  for  the 
 kind  of  nuanced,  deep  exploration  that  niche 
 shows  could  achieve.  The  flattening  of  the 
 streaming  landscape  may  end  up  being 
 profitable financially, but paltry creatively. 

 On  the  other  hand,  in  a  New  Yorker  profile, 
 Netflix’s  head  of  television  programming, 
 Bela  Bejaria,  said  the  streaming  giant  is 
 leaning  into  creating  international  originals, 

 like  the  Korean  hit  Squid  Game.  Maybe 
 Bejaria will turn her attention to Israel next. 
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 Opinion 

 The birth of Ukrainian Jewish 
 identity is happening right now 

 By Michael Gold 

 KYIV  —  Like  most  of  my  fellow  Ukrainian 
 citizens  (regardless  of  ethnic  background),  I 
 did  not  believe  this  war  could  happen.  In  the 
 21st  century,  I  thought  that  war  and  torture 
 of  civilians  and  mass  displacement  was  part 
 of  the  “Never  again”  sentiment  we  had 
 sworn after World War II to uphold. 

 I could not have been more wrong. 

 I  grew  up  in  a  unique  Ukrainian  family.  Our 
 Jewish  identity  was  always  an  integral  part 
 of  our  lives.  One  grandfather  was  exiled  in 
 the  1920s  to  Kazakhstan  for  participating  in 
 Zionist  activities,  and  the  other  was  a 
 member  of  the  Gordonia  Zionist  youth 
 movement  in  Chernivtsi  (then  part  of 
 Romania).  My  parents  were  married  under  a 
 chuppah  in  Soviet  Kyiv  in  1971,  and  they 
 still  have  their  ketubah  (Jewish  marriage 
 contract) on a piece of notebook paper. 

 Since  1993  I  have  been  involved  in  various 
 Jewish  newspapers  and  magazines  as  a 
 writer  and  editor,  and  for  the  last  few  years, 
 I  have  been  the  editor-in-chief  of  Hadashot, 
 one  of  the  oldest  Jewish  newspapers  in 
 Ukraine. 

 When  people  ask  me  about  the  “Jewish” 
 aspect  of  the  Russian-Ukrainian  war,  my 
 first  impulse  is  to  say  there  is  no  “Jewish” 
 aspect.  On  the  one  hand,  that’s  true  — 
 there  are  no  explicit  calls  for  the 
 extermination  of  Jews  like  Hitler  made,  but 

 on  the  other  hand,  Russia’s  invasion  was 
 launched  under  the  hypocritical  slogan  of 
 “denazification”  of  Ukraine  and  “protection” 
 of  Ukraine’s  Russian-speakers.  In  this 
 sense,  Ukrainian  Jews  were  supposedly  the 
 subject  of  the  Kremlin’s  dual  “concern”  — 
 both  as  Jews  (for  whom  Nazism  is  the 
 embodiment  of  absolute  evil)  and  as 
 Russian-speakers. 

 Jews  in  Ukraine  have  traditionally  gravitated 
 toward  the  Russian  language  as  the  Jewish 
 population  after  World  War  II  was  mainly 
 concentrated  in  the  large  cities  of  the 
 southeast  and  center  of  Ukraine,  i.e.  in 
 predominantly  Russian-speaking  regions. 
 Additionally,  for  many  decades  Russian  was 
 the  language  of  the  ruling  elite  in  the  Soviet 
 Union  (and  in  the  Russian  Empire  before 
 that),  and  ethnic  minorities  like  Jews  tend  to 
 be  culturally  and  linguistically  oriented  to  the 
 ways  of  the  local  elites,  due  to  their 
 proximity in service roles. 

 While  Putin’s  war  may  have  been  initiated 
 under  the  false  pretense  of  “denazification,” 
 his  senseless  assault  has  only  affirmed  a 
 deeper  Ukrainian  Jewish  identity.  Putin’s 
 aggression  has  compromised  everything 
 associated  with  the  Russian-speaking 
 space  and  has  naturally  brought  Ukrainian 
 Jews  closer  to  the  Ukrainian  national 
 majority. 

 A new wave of Jewish refugees 
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 The  war’s  impacts  have  been  heaviest  in 
 the  east,  southeast  and  center  of  the 
 country,  where  most  of  Ukraine’s  large 
 Jewish  communities  are  concentrated.  “We 
 shouldn’t  have  been  liberated  from  anyone,” 
 was  the  refrain  I  heard  from  Ukrainian  Jews 
 of  all  ages  and  all  backgrounds.  But  the 
 Russian  army  did  “liberate”  them  —  from  a 
 life  of  relative  peace,  from  their  homes  and 
 jobs,  and  from  their  family  members  and 
 friends,  who  had  become  displaced  or 
 victims of Russian bombs. 

 For  the  first  time  since  World  War  II  and  the 
 establishment  of  the  state  of  Israel,  the 
 world  has  seen  tens  of  thousands  of  Jewish 
 refugees  escaping  all-out  war.  I  have 
 personally  collected  more  than  150 
 testimonies  of  Jewish  refugees  from 
 Ukraine,  an  effort  I  started  in  the  very  first 
 days  of  this  war  that  has  now  become  the 
 Exodus-2022  Project.  For  many  of  them,  it 
 was  their  second  wartime  evacuation. 
 Among  them  is  my  89-year-old  father, 
 Herman  Gold,  an  Honored  Artist  of  Ukraine, 
 who  as  a  child  was  evacuated  from  Moscow 
 in  October  1941  and  in  March  2022 
 hurriedly  repatriated  to  Israel  via  Moldova. 
 His case is not unique at all. 

 Anatoliy  (Tuvia)  Shengait’s  97-year-old 
 father,  who  fled  to  Russia  from  the  Germans 
 in  1941,  is  now  fleeing  the  Russians  by 
 going  to  Germany.  Dr.  Boris  Zabarko,  a 
 former  child  survivor  of  the  Shargorod 
 Ghetto  in  Vinnytsia,  Ukraine  and  chair  of  the 
 Ukrainian  association  of  Holocaust 
 survivors,  also  recently  made  the  long  and 
 challenging  journey  from  Kyiv  to  Germany 
 to  escape  the  war.  “For  me  this  is  the 
 second  tragedy  of  my  life,”  he  reflected, 
 adding  that  his  fellow  association  members, 
 who  miraculously  survived  the  German 
 occupation,  were  now,  again,  scattered  all 
 over the world. 

 Virtually  every  refugee  I  interviewed  had 
 their  own  unique  “Jewish”  experience  of  the 
 war.  One  woman  recalled  baking  matzah  for 
 Passover  last  April  on  an  old  Soviet  oven, 
 feeling  for  the  first  time  that  she  was 
 “coming  out  of  Egypt.”  A  math  teacher  from 
 Mariupol  used  a  menorah  as  a  lamp  in  a 
 dark  basement  bomb  shelter,  so  that  she 
 could  give  an  insulin  shot  to  her  diabetic 
 and  paralyzed  mother.  A  Jewish  woman 
 who  suddenly  found  herself  in 
 Russian-occupied  territory  had  to  hide  her 
 Star  of  David  necklace  under  her  blouse  for 
 the first time in her life. 

 Iryna  Zhivolup,  a  Jewish  notary  in  Izyum, 
 lost  her  entire  family  to  a  Russian  Grad 
 rocket.  Seriously  wounded  herself,  she  was 
 alone  suffering  in  a  house  without  a  roof  for 
 eight  days  during  freezing  temperatures 
 before  her  neighbors  found  her.  I 
 interviewed  her  by  phone  a  few  hours  after 
 the  ambulance  carrying  her  crossed  the 
 Ukrainian-Polish  border.  Now  she  is  in 
 Israel,  still  walking  with  a  cane,  and  only 
 recently  learned  the  burial  plot  numbers  of 
 her  family  members  in  Ukraine.  How  is 
 someone  like  Zhivolup,  whose  entire  family 
 was  killed  by  their  Russian  “liberators,” 
 supposed to feel? 

 Ukrainian Jewish rebirth 

 The  war  has  drastically  affected  the  identity 
 of  the  Jewish  community  of  Ukraine.  In  fact, 
 in  many  ways,  the  birth  of  Ukrainian  Jewry 
 is  now  taking  place.  Many  of  my  neighbors 
 still  speak  their  native  Russian,  but  they  no 
 longer  consider  themselves  part  of  the 
 Russian-speaking  Jewish  world.  There  is  a 
 large-scale  shift  to  using  the  Ukrainian 
 language  in  the  public  sphere  (a  trend  I’ve 
 been  following  since  2014  that  affects  the 
 Jewish  community  as  well).  More  and  more 
 Jews  are  announcing  on  their  personal 
 Facebook  pages  their  choice  to  use 
 Ukrainian. 
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 Ukrainian  Jews  were  still  quite  skeptical 
 about  some  of  Ukraine’s  newly  embraced 
 national  historical  heroes  like  Simon 
 Petliura,  Stepan  Bandera,  or  Yurii 
 Shukhevych,  who  directly  or  indirectly 
 fueled  antisemitism.  These  days,  however, 
 as  people  who  find  themselves  under 
 constant  Russian  shelling,  Ukrainians  are 
 finding  that  they  have  much  more  in 
 common  than  their  differing  perspectives  on 
 Ukrainian  history.  “Unlike  during  the 
 collapse  of  the  USSR,  today  the  Jewish 
 community  clearly  identifies  itself  with  the 
 Ukrainian  state,  ready  to  share  in  its 
 ordeals,  defend  its  land  and  die  for  its 
 independence,”  says  Vyacheslav  Likhachev, 
 an  expert  at  the  Ukrainian  human  rights 
 organization  Center  for  Civil  Liberties  that 
 was  the  co-recipient  of  the  2022  Nobel 
 Peace Prize. 

 Dr.  Anatoly  Podolsky,  a  well-known 
 Ukrainian-Jewish  historian  and  Director  of 
 the  Ukrainian  Center  for  Holocaust  Studies, 
 agrees  with  Likhachev.  “The  full-scale 
 Russian  invasion  has  propelled  the 
 formation  of  a  Ukrainian  political  identity,”  he 
 said.  He  referenced  as  an  example  his 
 colleague,  Jewish  professor  Maksym  Gon, 
 who  at  the  age  of  56  joined  the  Ukrainian 
 army  as  a  volunteer.  Another  well-known 
 case  is  that  of  Asher-Yosef  Cherkassky,  an 
 ultra-Orthodox  Ukrainian  officer  and  father 
 of  three  children,  one  of  whom  also  serves 
 in  the  Ukrainian  Armed  Forces.  Instead  of 
 crumbling  along  ethnic  lines,  Ukrainians  are 
 united against their common enemy. 

 Damages and future prospects 

 During  more  than  30  years  of 
 independence,  Ukraine  has  developed  an 
 extensive  network  of  Jewish  community, 
 religious,  educational  and  youth 
 organizations,  largely  thanks  to  the  support 
 of  Western  Jews.  Needless  to  say,  the 
 activities of many of them have collapsed. 

 According  to  Likhachev’s  data,  14  of  80 
 Ukrainian  Jewish  places  of  worship  have 
 already  been  damaged  in  the  past  year. 
 This  is  numerically  proportional  to  the 
 damage  to  the  houses  of  worship  of  other 
 faiths  in  Ukraine,  but  perhaps  more  potent 
 since  there  is  often  only  a  single  synagogue 
 in a Ukrainian city. 

 Despite  all  this,  Likhachev  is  confident  that 
 the  Jewish  community  of  Ukraine  has  a 
 future.  Though,  according  to  him,  it  has 
 more  to  do  with  social  service  along  with  the 
 concept  of  tikkun  olam  than  with  the  role  of 
 the  guardian  of  Jewish  traditions.  The 
 powerful  activism  of  the  global  Jewish 
 community  in  Ukraine,  compared  to 
 organizations  like  the  International  Red 
 Cross,  has  been  a  welcome  surprise.  It  has 
 come  not  only  in  traditionally  “Jewish”  cities 
 such  as  Odesa  (where  volunteers  from 
 ZAKA  —  an  Israel-based  team  of  largely 
 Orthodox  Jewish  emergency  responders  — 
 were  the  first  to  arrive  to  provide  relief 
 efforts  after  the  explosions  in  the  port),  but 
 also,  for  example,  in  Mykolaiv,  where  the 
 Jewish  community  distributes  food  to 
 anyone  in  need,  and  volunteers  to  fix 
 windows shattered by bombs. 

 I  want  to  believe  that  the  Jewish  community 
 will  successfully  find  a  new  place  in 
 Ukraine’s  transforming  society.  I  also  want 
 to  believe  that  the  war,  which  has  reshaped 
 our  understanding  of  global  security 
 challenges, will end this year. 

 A  year  ago,  however,  we  lived  with  the  hope 
 that  a  full-scale  Russian  invasion  would  not 
 happen.  Our  hopes  have  gone  horribly 
 unfulfilled,  but  I  am  cheered  by  the 
 resiliency  of  the  Ukrainian  people,  and  the 
 Jewish  community  in  particular.  In  this  war, 
 we live and die together, as one people. 

 Slava Ukraini! 
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 News 

 The spelling changed but the meaning 
 is the same: Dictionary.com formally 

 adopts ‘antisemitic’ 
 By Adam Kovac 

 The  definition  of  antisemitism  hasn’t 
 changed,  but  as  of  Tuesday,  the  way  the 
 word is written has, at least for one source. 

 According  to  Dictionary.com,  anti-Semitism 
 is  out  and  antisemitism  will  be  the  preferred 
 term  going  forward,  without  the  hyphen  or 
 capital S. 

 The  reason  for  the  change,  according  to  the 
 updated  entry,  is  that  the  word  “semitic” 
 describes  a  group  of  languages  that 
 includes,  among  others,  Arabic,  Hebrew 
 and  Phoenician.  But  the  term  “antisemitic” 
 refers only to prejudice against Jews. 

 “The  spelling  anti-Semite  falsely  implies 
 prejudice  against  all  of  the  diverse  groups  of 
 people  who  speak  any  of  these  languages,” 
 the  new  entry  states.  “However,  that  is  not 
 how  antisemite  is  used.  Rather,  the  ‘Semite’ 
 in antisemitism is a euphemism for ‘Jew.’” 

 The  term  “antisemitism”  dates  back  almost 
 150  years  to  German  journalist  Wilhelm 
 Marr.  Since  its  inception,  the  term  was  used 
 to  refer  to  Jewish  people,  despite  the  word 
 “semitic”  being  coined  as  part  of  a  racialist 
 pseudoscience  effort  to  lump  together  a 

 variety  of  peoples  from  Western  Asian  and 
 North Africa. 

 The  unhyphenated  version  has  become 
 increasingly  accepted  in  recent  years, 
 including  at  the  Forward.  In  2020,  Deborah 
 Lipstadt,  the  noted  Holocaust  historian  and 
 currently  U.S.  special  envoy  for  monitoring 
 and  combating  antisemitism,  explained  why 
 she  believed  antisemitism  is  the  more 
 accurate  version  of  the  word  by  noting  that 
 “anti-Semitism  is  not  hatred  of  Semitism  or 
 Semites … anti-Semitism is Jew-hatred.” 

 Numerous  Jewish  and  anti-hate 
 organizations  have  given  their  own 
 reasoning  for  adopting  antisemitism  as  the 
 preferred  term.  The  Anti-Defamation 
 League  has  noted  that  “There  is  no  such 
 thing  as  a  Semitic  peoplehood,”  meaning 
 “one  could  speak  a  Semitic  language  and 
 still have anti-Semitic views.” 

 “While  removing  a  hyphen  by  itself  won’t 
 defeat  antisemitism,  we  believe  this  slight 
 alteration  will  help  to  clarify  understanding 
 of this age-old hatred,” they added. 
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 The  International  Holocaust  Remembrance 
 Alliance  explained  its  decision  to  not  use  a 
 hyphen  by  saying,  “Antisemitism  should  be 
 read  as  a  unified  term  so  that  the  meaning 
 of  the  generic  term  for  modern  Jew-hatred 
 is  clear.  At  a  time  of  increased  violence  and 
 rhetoric  aimed  towards  Jews,  it  is  urgent 
 that  there  is  clarity  and  no  room  for 
 confusion  or  obfuscation  when  dealing  with 
 antisemitism.” 

 Despite  the  increasingly  popular  consensus 
 on  how  the  term  is  written,  some  have 
 pushed  to  do  away  with  the  word  altogether. 
 Stephen  D.  Smith,  the  executive  director  of 
 the  USC  Shoah  Foundation  and  UNESCO 
 Chair  on  Genocide  Education,  explained  in 
 an  op-ed  that  during  a  time  when  hate  is  on 
 the  rise,  people  must  speak  clearly. 
 Therefore,  he  believes  the  appropriate  term 
 is  “neither  antisemitism  nor  anti-Semitism: 
 It’s plain and simple Jew hatred.” 

 The  Associated  Press  and  The  New  York 
 Times  both  use  antisemitism  as  one  word, 
 no  hyphen,  as  do  Oxford  reference  guides. 
 But  other  sources,  including 
 Merriam-Webster,  use  the  hyphenated  term, 
 and  some  legacy  publications,  including  The 
 Atlantic  and  The  New  Yorker,  use  the 
 hyphenated version as well. 
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 News 

 Jewish professor who fled Soviet 
 Union runs program tutoring 

 3,000 Ukrainian high schoolers 
 By Robin Washington 

 Michael Waxman.  Courtesy of Michael Waxman 

 Like  millions  of  people  around  the  world, 
 Michael  Waxman  wanted  to  do  something  to 
 help  Ukrainians  after  Russian  troops 
 invaded  their  country  a  year  ago.  Waxman, 
 a  professor  of  natural  sciences  at  the 
 University  of  Wisconsin-Superior,  recalls 
 thinking  “that  the  only  way  that  I  could  help 
 was  to  do  what  I  do  my  whole  life,  and  that 
 is teaching.” 

 So  he  placed  an  ad  on  Ukrainian  social 
 media  sites  last  March  seeking  high  school 
 students  to  tutor.  Within  a  few  months,  more 
 than  1,000  professors  from  around  the 
 world  had  joined  him  in  Tutoring  Without 

 Borders,  which  now  serves  3,000 
 Ukrainians  —  both  refugees  and  those  who 
 remain in the country — online and for free. 

 Waxman,  who  is  64,  emigrated  from  Siberia 
 to  Texas  via  Israel  in  the  1990s.  Though  the 
 tutoring  program  serves  students  at  all 
 academic  levels,  he  has  a  particular  passion 
 for  the  gifted.  It  stems  from  the 
 discrimination  he  faced  as  a  Jewish 
 teenager  in  the  Soviet  Union,  he  said, 
 where  his  dream  of  attending  Novosibirsk 
 State  University,  the  leading  institution  in  his 
 region, was crushed because of his identity. 

 “I  was  the  top  in  my  class,”  Waxman 
 recalled  in  an  interview.  Admitted  instead  to 
 what  he  described  as  “a  second-rate 
 institution,”  Waxman  said  that  “the 
 unhappiness  that  year  affected  me 
 profusely.  I  never  felt  I  was  as  bright 
 anymore.  I  was  almost  destroyed.  It’s  one  of 
 the  reasons  why  I  decided  to  help  Ukrainian 
 gifted kids.” 

 The  tutoring  project  that  now  includes 
 professors  from  prestigious  universities 
 including  MIT,  Princeton  and  Oxford  began 
 with  Waxman  and  a  single  teenager,  named 
 Orest,  who  had  fled  Kyiv  with  his  family  for  a 
 village  where  there  was  nonetheless 
 rampant street fighting and aerial attacks. 

 “I  was  tutoring  him  when  he  was  sitting  in  a 
 car,”  Waxman  recalled.  “My  impression  was 
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 that  my  tutoring  is  almost  wasted,  because 
 the  connection  was  terrible,  with  frequent 
 interruptions  and  he  was  looking  to  the  side 
 all  the  time,  to  the  left,  to  the  right.  My 
 impression  was  that  he  hardly  listens  to 
 me.” 

 After  a  couple  of  weeks,  though,  Waxman 
 received  a  Facebook  message  from  Orest’s 
 mother,  Tatiana  Pankova-Balog,  saying  that 
 the tutoring was helping. 

 When  the  war  started,  Pankova-Balog  wrote 
 him,  her  previously  well-adjusted  son 
 started  having  panic  attacks.  She  is  a 
 psychologist,  but  found  herself  unable  to 
 help.  “He  did  not  want  to  change  clothes;  he 
 slept  on  the  sofa,  dressed,”  she  wrote, 
 according  to  Waxman’s  translation  from 
 Russian.  But  after  Waxman’s  lessons 
 began,  “the  condition  of  Orest  improved 
 more  and  more,”  and  he  began  thinking 
 about the future again. 

 “His  dream  was  to  grow  up  and  invite  the 
 professor  to  visit  us  in  Kyiv,”  Orest’s  mother 
 said.  “Thanks  to  Professor  Mikhail,  we  were 
 able  to  maintain  the  health  and  adequacy  of 
 our  child,  save  him,  so  we  will  always  be 
 grateful.” 

 That  message,  Waxman  said,  “shook  me  to 
 the core.” 

 “Because  the  thing  is,  I  do  not  consider 
 myself  a  great  instructor,”  he  explained.  “I 
 am  an  average  instructor.  And  if  I  was  able 
 to  do  it  with  all  this  terrible  internet 
 connection  and  everything,”  then  other 
 instructors  could  do  at  least  as  well,  he 
 reasoned. 

 He  enlisted  Vitaly  Vanchurin,  a  fellow 
 academic  and  his  former  neighbor  in  Duluth, 
 Minnesota,  a  few  miles  from  Superior.  And 
 the  two  men  recruited  their  sons:  Sasha 
 Waxman  designed  the  website  for  Tutoring 
 Without  Borders,  and  Cosmos  Vanchurin 
 wrote  —  and  rewrote  —  the  code  that 
 powers  it.  “I  think  now  he  is  in  the  third  or 
 fourth iteration,” Waxman said. 

 Along  with  vestiges  of  Waxman’s  long-ago 
 rejection  trauma,  the  group’s  emphasis  on 
 tutoring  gifted  students  came  with  an  influx 
 of  university  professors  who  wanted  to 
 teach  at  their  usual  classroom  level. 
 Waxman  prides  himself  on  making  good 
 matches  for  people  like  a  precocious  10th 
 grader  looking  for  advanced  study  in 
 number theory and combinatorics. 

 “You  know  what  I  found  for  him?”  Waxman 
 said.  “A  lady  at  Princeton  University  who’s 
 doing  her  Ph.D  thesis  right  now  in  number 
 theory  and  has  a  number  of  publications  in 
 combinatorics.” 

 Another  10th  grader,  Ilya  Garbazhiy,  wrote 
 from  the  port  city  of  Odessa  praising 
 Waxman’s selections. 

 “The  first  time  we  met,  we  had  a  Zoom 
 meeting.  Michael  introduced  to  me  his 
 project  and  explained  that  he  can  find  me  a 
 tutor  on  almost  any  subject,”  Garbazhiy 
 said.  “Initially,  I  planned  only  to  visit  several 
 classes  on  physics,  chemistry  and 
 astronomy,  but  the  list  quickly  grew  up  to  10 
 classes  on  different  topics  per  week,  and 
 since  Michael  continues  proposing  to  me 
 extra  classes,  this  could  be  just  the 
 beginning.” 

 The  fact  that  Waxman,  who  teaches  physics 
 and  chemistry  at  the  university,  speaks 
 fluent Russian certainly helped. 

 “I  want  to  use  my  language  skill  in  Russian. 
 A  lot  of  them  do  speak  Russian,”  he  said, 
 noting  that  integrating  English  into  the 
 lessons  could  help  the  Ukrainians  who  hope 
 to study abroad. 

 “I  have  never  been  to  Ukraine  or  known 
 anyone  there,”  Waxman  said.  “I  feel 
 compassion  toward  these  people  who  were 
 subjected  to  this  aggression.  And  I  don’t 
 think  that  the  fact  that  I’m  from  Siberia 
 should  in  any  way  preclude  me  from  the 
 desire  to  help  those  kids.  They  are  in  a  very 
 difficult situation now.” 
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 Culture 

 Walter Mosley talks about his latest 
 book — and his Jewish mother 

 By Beth Harpaz 

 With  his  1990  debut  novel,  Devil  in  a  Blue 
 Dress,  crime  writer  Walter  Mosley 
 introduced  readers  to  a  new  kind  of 
 hard-boiled  hero:  a  Black  private  eye 
 navigating a racist world. 

 Sixty  books  and  three  decades  later, 
 Mosley,  the  first  Black  man  to  win  the 
 National  Book  Award’s  Medal  for 
 Distinguished  Contribution  to  American 
 Letters,  has  published  his  latest  novel, 
 Every  Man  a  King.  This  time  the  hero  is  a 
 Black  ex-cop  named  Joe  King  Oliver 
 investigating a white supremacist. 

 “And  it’s  the  same  thing,  right?”  Mosley,  71, 
 told  me.  “A  Black  detective  in  a  racist 
 world.” 

 The  theme  reflects  Mosley’s  own 
 experience  as  a  Black  man  in  America.  But 
 Mosley  is  also  a  Jewish  man  whose  mother 
 had  a  profound  influence  on  his  politics  and 
 the  complicated  stories  he  tells  about  love 
 and  loyalty,  race  and  power,  wealth  and 
 capitalism. 

 Mosley’s Jewish mother 

 Mosley’s  mother,  Ella  Slatkin,  moved  from 
 New  York  to  LA  after  college  and  met 
 Mosley’s  father  in  a  school  where  he  was  a 
 custodian  and  she  was  a  personnel  clerk. 
 Mosley  grew  up  in  LA  surrounded  by  his 
 mother’s  extended  family,  all  immigrants 

 from  Russia  and  other  parts  of  Eastern 
 Europe. 

 “All  of  them  were  intellectuals,”  Mosley  said. 
 “Most  of  them  were  Trotskyites  —  you  know, 
 Trotsky  was  Jewish.  And  of  course  they  all 
 spoke  Yiddish.”  But  Judaism  wasn’t  a 
 “religious  thing  that  drove  them.  It  was  a 
 cultural  thing.  It  was  also  political,  and  so  a 
 lot  of  the  ideas  and  the  politics  in  my  books 
 come  out  of  my  mom  and  what  she  talked 
 about living in America.” 

 Did  his  mother’s  family  accept  him,  a 
 biracial  boy?  “There  was  never  a  moment 
 where  I  felt  ostracized  or  ignored,”  he  said. 
 “I  got  along  great  with  them,  hanging  out 
 with  them,  doing  things  with  them.  They 
 were  wonderful.”  He  paused  wistfully  to 
 remember  his  favorite,  Uncle  Chaim,  80 
 years  old  and  4  feet  9  inches,  who’d  been  a 
 tailor in the old country: “I just loved him.” 

 The  food  at  those  family  gatherings  was 
 good,  too.  His  mother’s  cousin  Lily  made 
 matzo  ball  soup,  roast  chicken  and  knishes 
 —  though  in  the  cultural  melting  pot  that 
 was  LA,  she  used  wonton  skins  to  wrap  the 
 knishes. 

 Racism and antisemitism 

 In  many  ways,  Mosley  said,  it  was  easier  to 
 be  Jewish  than  Black  in  the  1950s  and  ’60s. 
 “America  is  such  an  unbelievably  racist 
 country,”  he  said.  “At  the  time  that  I  was 
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 born  and  being  raised,  it  wasn’t  such  an 
 issue  if  you  were  Jewish.  It  is  now,  but  it 
 wasn’t  then.  And  so  with  the  police,  and  the 
 politics,  and  the  schools,  we  were  dealing 
 with  me  being  Black  in  America,  and  so  I 
 had to relate to things in that way.” 

 Wait  —  it  wasn’t  an  issue  to  be  Jewish  then, 
 but “it is now”? Meaning what? 

 “I  mean,  there’s  a  lot  more  realized 
 antisemitism  in  America,”  Mosley  said. 
 “When  I  was  a  kid,  Jews  didn’t  belong  to 
 certain  country  clubs.  Beverly  Hills  didn’t 
 really  want  them,  which  is  why  [the 
 neighborhood]  Cheviot  Hills  was  created. 
 There  were  certain  kinds  of  exclusions  of 
 Jews,  but  most  people  just  weren’t  worried 
 about  that.  They  weren’t  thinking  about  that. 
 What  they  were  thinking  about  was  the 
 danger of people of color.” 

 Now,  he  said,  “there’s  a  lot  of  anger  about 
 Jews”  —  and,  he  adds,  Chinese  Americans. 
 “Our  last  president  has  something  to  do  with 
 that,” he said. 

 Jews and whiteness 

 Mosley  has  been  quoted  in  the  past  as 
 saying  that  he  doesn’t  consider  Jews  to  be 
 white.  These  days  he’s  careful  to  add 
 context.  “If  you  said  to  my  mother  that  she 
 was  white,  she  would  say,  ‘What  are  you 
 talking  about?  I’m  a  Jew.  I’m  not  white.’ 
 Because  it’s  her  history.  But  when  I  would 
 say  things  like  that,  I  would  get  all  of  this 
 angry  mail  from  Jewish  people.  I  thought  it 
 was  funny.  I  was  like,  ‘You  think  you’re 
 white?  You  can’t  even  join  the  country 
 club.’” 

 He  believes  the  notion  of  race  and 
 whiteness  was  invented  by  Europeans  to 
 justify  slavery  and  the  genocide  of 
 indigenous  peoples  in  the  Americas.  To 
 prove  his  point,  he  says  there’s  no  such 
 thing  as  a  “white  country,  there’s  no  white 

 language.  There’s  no  white  religion.  None  of 
 that stuff exists.” 

 But  “the  idea  of  having  anybody  Jewish 
 thinking  that  they’re  white?  Just  listen  to 
 what  happened  to  your  relatives  less  than 
 100  years  ago.  I  mean,  it’s  kind  of  crazy  to 
 identify  with  a  group  of  people  who  identify 
 you as the murderers of Christ.” 

 He  then  tunefully  ad-libbed  a  line  from  the 
 Tom  Lehrer  song  “National  Brotherhood 
 Week”:  “The  Black  folks  hate  the  white 
 folks,  the  white  folks  hate  the  red  folks,  the 
 red  folks  hate  the  brown  folks,  and 
 everybody hates the Jews.” 

 That call from human resources 

 As  we  talked  about  bigotry  past  and 
 present,  Mosley  recounted  a  situation  from 
 2019  that  he  wrote  about  for  The  New  York 
 Times,  when  he  was  in  a  writers’  room  for  a 
 TV  series  where  people  were  discussing 
 their encounters with the police. 

 He  shared  his  experience  with  the  group,  in 
 which  the  cops  “called  me  the  N-word.”  The 
 next  thing  he  knew,  one  of  his  colleagues 
 had  reported  him  to  HR,  and  he  got  a  phone 
 call.  “They  said,  ‘You’re  in  trouble.’  And  I  go, 
 ‘I’m  in  trouble?  You  mean  I  can’t  even  say 
 what  someone  else  said?’”  he  said.  “I  can’t 
 even  use  the  words  of  my  own  experience 
 in life.” 

 Quiller, the white nationalist 

 Every  Man  a  King  revolves  around  a  white 
 nationalist  named  Quiller.  Mosley  describes 
 him  as  a  “genius-white 
 supremacist-philosopher-and-scientist.  He’s 
 an  interesting  character,  because,  you 
 know,  who’s  the  least  likely  person  to  find 
 change  in  their  life?  You  always  think  that 
 people  who  have  absolutist  feelings,  who 
 are  against  you,  are  the  people  who  will 
 never change. But it’s not true.” 
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 What  are  readers  to  make  of  Quiller’s  wife, 
 Mathilda  Prim,  who  is  Black?  Oliver,  the 
 investigator,  struggles  to  make  sense  of  the 
 relationship,  at  one  point  telling  Prim  he 
 finds  it  “confusing”  that  a  Black  woman  is 
 married  to  a  racist  like  Quiller.  But  near  the 
 end  of  the  book,  Quiller  appears  to  have 
 reformed.  Prim  “never  tried  to  convince  me 
 that  I  was  wrong,”  Quiller  says,  but  her 
 refusal  to  “dignify  my  arguments  with  a 
 reply”  convinced  him  that  his  views  were 
 “wrongheaded.” 

 Mosley  said  he’s  not  asking  readers  to 
 “forgive”  Quiller.  But  Quiller  “pays  for  the 
 kind  of  life  he’s  lived.  What  I’m  doing  is,  I’m 
 talking  about  the  complexity  of  humanity. 
 And  it’s  not  just,  oh,  these  are  good  people 
 and those are the bad people.” 

 He  added:  “Any  problem  is  always  much 
 more  complex  than  you’re  allowed  to 
 believe.” 

 If  the  name  Quiller  rings  a  bell,  you  might  be 
 thinking  of  a  film  called  The  Quiller 
 Memorandum,  in  which  a  spy  named  Quiller 
 is  sent  to  investigate  Nazis  in  1960s  West 
 Berlin.  Mosley  often,  without  explication, 
 gives  his  characters  names  that  refer  to 
 other  people,  real  or  imagined.  For 
 example,  there  was  a  real-life  Joe  King 
 Oliver  who  was  an  American  jazz  musician. 
 And  in  Mosley’s  Fearless  Jones  series,  the 
 character  Paris  Minton  has  a  cousin  named 
 Ulysses S. Grant IV. 

 A Mosley-style travelogue 

 Typical  of  Mosley’s  other  books,  Every  Man 
 a  King  is  full  of  twists  and  turns.  Oliver  is 
 hired  by  his  own  grandmother’s  white 
 billionaire  boyfriend  to  find  out  if  Quiller  — 
 accused  of  murder  and  of  selling  secrets  to 
 the  Russians  —  has  been  framed.  As  he 
 gradually  unravels  the  case,  he  dodges 
 deadly  attacks  on  himself  and  fears  for  the 

 safety  of  his  loved  ones,  who  are 
 sequestered in the billionaire’s mansion. 

 Along  the  way,  Mosley  takes  Oliver  on  a 
 colorful  odyssey  that  includes  a  walk  across 
 the  Brooklyn  Bridge,  a  meeting  at  the 
 Metropolitan  Museum’s  Temple  of  Dendur,  a 
 hiding  place  in  Van  Cortlandt  Park  in  the 
 Bronx,  and  a  secret  cell  at  the  Rikers  Island 
 jail  complex  —  not  to  mention  a  farmhouse 
 in  Vermont,  a  seedy  motel  in  Hoboken,  New 
 Jersey,  and  a  tiny  town  in  Kentucky  where 
 locals  “either  sold  meth,  hootch,  ass,  or  your 
 soul to coal.” 

 Joining  the  pantheon  of  great  Jewish 
 writers 

 In  2010,  an  article  in  Tablet  argued  that 
 Mosley  belongs  on  the  list  of  great  Jewish 
 writers,  right  up  there  with  Saul  Bellow  and 
 Philip  Roth.  A  discussion  of  Bellow  and 
 Roth’s  relative  literary  merits  also  came  up 
 in  Mosley’s  recent  interview  with  The  New 
 York  Times  Magazine.  But  Mosley  said  the 
 best  part  of  his  conversation  with  the  Times 
 was  when  he  told  the  interviewer  that  Stan 
 Lee  and  Jack  Kirby,  who  wrote  for  Marvel 
 and  DC  Comics,  “are  Jewish  writers  and 
 they’re  much  more  important”  than  Bellow 
 and Roth. 

 OK,  fine,  we  won’t  argue  with  putting  the 
 men  who  created  Spider-Man  and  the 
 Fantastic  Four  in  the  pantheon  of  great 
 Jewish  writers  (and  we’d  be  remiss  if  we 
 didn’t  mention  Mosley’s  tribute  to  Lee  and 
 Kirby,  Maximum  Fantastic  Four).  But  does 
 he  think  Walter  Mosley  belongs  on  that  list, 
 right up there with Bellow and Roth? 

 “Of  course  I’m  a  Jewish  writer,”  he  said. 
 “How  good  I  am,  I’m  not  going  to  talk  about 
 that.  I  love  my  work.  But  that  doesn’t  mean 
 everybody else should or could or would.” 
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